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SUBJECT 

Tue 
Breath cane. outlines tae conversation kunoy had with Nartin and: 
dudicates that. both. Martin. and HMitcaell are attempting. to. Leave 
the υοδὰς 

. 2. Also attachou is a report rr μὐτόρθλεν 
Γ᾿ Ἴμοθξ at the UssR.Acadeny of dclences Corputer Center. τ τ 
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. .. Agreement. The research was carried out at the A 
2 ἘΣ - 

-lauthorities on his behalf to see what his status would be in this 

pene that would tiv off the Soviet authorities as to his intentions. 

Canada. The Embassy official would not ommit himself and stated that 
_ KUNOV should enquire officially with the nearest office of Manpower 
ἦν and Immigration when he returned to Canada. KUIOV did not give this 

τς negative. MARTIN seemed_upset that KUNOY should phone him, then he 

SEGKEN 2: ces 
“ΕΝ Dr. n° YK WRIOV professor, Univer. .y of Toronto, visited | ee ear 
Moscew from to undertake research at the ὕδϑῆ 4 
Acadeny. of ences, uncer the USSR/Canada General Exchange 

2 of Sefences 
Comowter Cent . 4 ad i -ἶν 

7 ΜΝ having a coffee break in the Computer ie! 
‘Centre KUN was aporoacned by a man who identified himself as . δὴ 
William MARTTI, an American who defected to the USSR in 1960, MARTIN ων 
openly svoke about his past and_stated tha " lives in Moscow 
and that he is a consultant to the Computer 
Centre. He said much of his work Is done at home but he does drop 
into the Centre weekly. 

It was at this time that MARTIN told KUNOV that he would 
Ike to get out of the USSR even if he has to run certain risks. He 
also said that (Bernon) MITCHELL feels the same and has voiced his. © 
desire to the Soviet authorities. 

MARTIN asked ΚΌΠΟΥ if he might enquire with the Canadian 

country or if there was ane chance of his being allowed in nere as 
a political refugee. KUNOV agreed to contact the Canadian Embassy 
in'Eoscow to see what the official view would be and notify MARTIH 
ata later date. MARTIN seemed most pleased at this and left KUIOY 
his heme telephone number, cautioning him not to say anything over 

his first- meeting lasted a little over one half hour and took place 
in the coffee lounge area of the C 1 ; Sovicts 
present in the lounse KUNOV does 
not believe the others were. aware of their conversation. 

KUNOV called at the Canadian Embassy, 
Moscow and spoxe to a doorman asking him wno he might speak to 
regarding some Americans livins in the USSR who would. lik 
to Canada. The doorman referred KUNOVY to the office of a 

KUUOV then snoke to a Uf! who stated that he was the Ls 
er secretary to KuiOV enguired about the Americans 

living in the USSR and asked could they be allowed to immigrate to 

official MARTLI or MITCHELL's names. KUZOY teleononed MARTIN after 
the Enbassy visit and stated that the renly from the Imbassy was 

later stated that it would probably be all rizht.: 

' MARTIN thanked KUNCY for his trouble in enquiring at the Embassy and 
᾿ cautioned KUNOV not to get personally involved with nim in this 

τ matter when he returned to Cannda 

MARTIN met. KUNOY on at least tro occasions Perera: 
ll at the Centre, usually in the coffee τ ᾿ ἘΞ τ 

e fpeneral ὌΓΘΒΘΘΩΟΘ of others. They δθοκο English at all times... ~~ 

venture 2s it would de bad news. KUIOY oremised MARTIN that he would 
check with Canadian Manpower and Immigration authorities on. the me 

a: (SB SOE 
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- The fol.vwing observations were πᾶ... by ΚΌΠΟΥ 

regarding MARTIN: ὌΨΙΝ. 

(4) Physical Deseriotion 

5:7" or 3" tall, fair hair, crevcut, p2lding at the 

temples, pct deliied. . 

~ may suffer from 2 nervous condition, and bears the ~ 

mark of a man who has exverienced rough tines. 

~ always dressed with a shirt, tie and jacket. 

ὦ spoke perfect English with a slighz Russian accent 

on certain words. : 

- 

. (Ὁ) MARTIN provided KUNOV with the following home address © 

and telephone number, cautioning him that 5. 

‘ telephone was bugged. ἊΝ εὐ 

= telephone number -- ν23-3-8Ὶ 

ἀν} ων alti. 2. ler.) ΑΔΊΒΩΙ Obrucheva Street ὁ = 

᾿ Building 4-1 

: Ἢ Moscow, USSR 

(c) MARTIN stated that his friend MITCHELL lives in 

Leningrad and is married to the Dean of the Music 

: Conservatory in Leningrad. MITCHELL is very unhappy 

Sak gk and he has ovenly asked Soviet authorities for 

3 ermission to leave Russia and return to the USA. 

pparently he hes never been able to adjust to the ; 

Soviet way of life and is now very. eosrcoratee 

WITCHELL is willing to divorce his wife. and take any 

risk to get out of the. USSR. To date however he has 

been met with a wall of silence by the Sovictse 

πω... ....607Ὰ7ὔῳὔὦὌἌ}ἢ....δἱρονυκρεβιθι 

(4) MARTIN is unmarried. He claims to have a confortable 

apartment and feels that he has adjusted to the Soviet 

"νὰ ἊΣ .. ‘life and is accepted in the USSR.. He does not want to 

RRS a Re by τ return to the USA but. would like to get out of the USSR. 

2 He said he would have quite a story to tell about his. 

Life in Russia as well as his past and that hevould nave 

no compunctions about telling all abcut the Russiens. 

MARTIN at one point stated that. he would not consider 

ως attempting to escape from the USSR. is 

MARTIN claims that he is constantly harrassed by Soviet © 

officials. His avartment has been broken into on ‘ 

ον geveral occasions and he refused to use the Soviet mal © 

.system. He has also refused to show up for werk in the 

past as a form of protest. MARTIN also indicated that 

he has had several contacts with Americans in ioscow | 

and that they have not shown any animosity towards hin. 

_. He actually dated an American woman for some time but | 

_ | did ‘not mention her name. ° ot 

(f) MARTIN stated that in the past American journalists ~~. 

_have tried to contact him many times, asking for inter=- 

“wiews but their reauests have been. refused by.2ussian 

- authorities. He said he hoved some dav that.cne.oi . ; 

these journalists woul gps = Ie to just knock on 515 

“goor and talk: to hin. VER eET πεν αν 

Sy RSE Rag Σ το RA nn ee me amet me σπττστσ: 
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Wises olf PAPTIN has been at the centre for approximately 6 to 
A 

πορῖοῖ,ςοὺ “ο΄ ᾧ’ὺῇῃἅ Prior to that he worked as a 

consultant in anovier area oF the Acadeny of Sciences. 

[—— 142973 does ruch of his work at home. 

Ξ πα a ee Se he was not accented by the 
| *ARTIN was 

Russians. in the Acadenye | 
a basically mMnest man. 

-KUNOVY said his motives for trying to assist MARTIN 

and“ MITCHELL are: based. on hutinatarien grounds, only, .as he feels» 

they are suffering under the Soviet system. He does not. intend. 

them in leaving the Soviet 
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ὶ τ ἢ Ὁ ε The RCMP Liaison Office shee aS 2459 Massechusette tua. NY, 
: : ε ᾿ \ Washington, D.C. 255c8 Ϊ oe : 

ἌΝ. τὰς ΠΕ oe ee ἀπὲ 08/75/339 ae <C " 
: j 75WLO-118-36 : : 2 December 1975 

Cn τε el 

Dear 

Ras ΕΝ Hamilton MARTIN, and 
Bernon Ferguson MITCHELL 

Purther to your letter of 6 October 1975, we have 
Leentitied and spoken to the Canadian professor, Dr. Hans 
KUHOV, referred to in your fetter 2 ad he 
attachment cutlines the contact batween 
end MITCHELL 

peaclad ἐν ἃ eeport onl - τ 
host at the USSR Acadeny of ϑοίαηςοβ 

Computer Centar. In addition to any comments you may 
Ὡ Π P “ye 

The F.B.1. has received the ἜΤ Ὁ con- 
tained in the attachments. 

- Youra truly, 
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Se SS Het. ee SRT and 3,9, MITC eEL.. 

re _ Ha 1OV_vrofessor, University of Toronto, visited. 
Mosc aw to undertake research at the USSR 
Academy of Sciences, under the U5SR/Can2ia General Exchange 
Agreement. The research was carried out at the Academy of Selences 
Computer Centre. 40 Vay 

Las assrsaratinite having a coffee break in the Computer 
Centre KUNCY was anoroached by a man who identified himself as 
William MARTIN, an American who defected. to the USS in 1959. MARTIN 
openly svoke about his past and stated that he now lives in Moscow 
and that he is a consultant to[_—s group at the Computer 
Centre. He said much of his work is done at home but he does drop 
into the Centre weekly. 

: es. oe It was at this time that MARTTI told KUNOV that he would 
a tke to gee out of the USSR even if he has to run certain risks. He 
ἡ also said that (Bernon) MITCHILL reels the same and has voiced his 

‘desire to the Soviet authorities. 

MARTIN asked KUNCV if he might enquire with the Canadian 
authorities on his behalf to see what his status would be in this 
country or if there was any chance of: his being allowed in here as 
ἃ political refugee. KUNOV arreed to contact the Canadian Embassy 
in Moscow to see what the official view would be and notify MARTIN 
at. a later date. MARTIN seemed most pleased at this and left KUNCY 
his home telephone numoer, cautioning hin not to say anything over 
hone that would tiv off the Soviet authorities as to nis intentions. 
is first meeting lasted ἃ little over one half hour and tcox place 

in the coffee lounge area..of the.Centre. There were other Soviets 
present -in the loung KUNOV does 
not believe the others were aware Ὁ eir conver Te 

UNOV called at the Canadian Embassy, 
Moscow and spoke. to a doorman asking him who he might soeak to 
regarding some Americans living in the USSR who would like to immigrate 
to Canada, The doorman referred KUNOV to the office 

8 KULOV_then svoke to a U/ii who stated that he was ὃ 
i’. under secreta KUNCV enouired about the Americans 
εὐ ‘*ldving in the and asked ¢ox they be alloved to: imnigrate to 

‘'-. Canada. The Embassy official would not omit himself and stated that, 
KUNOV should enouire officially with the nearest office of Manpower 

‘and Immigration when he returned to Canada. KUNOV did not cive this 
. Official MARTI or MITCHELL's names. -KUNOV teleononed MARTE! after 
‘the Embassy visit and stated that the revly from the Embassy was 
negative. MARTIN seemed upset that KUNOY should vhone him, then he 
later stated that it would probably be all right. 

| “ARTIN met ΚΌΠΟΥ on at least two eceasions| ___4#ffj— 
all at the Centre, usually in the coffee lounge and in 

the general oresence of.others. They spoke Enslish at all times. . 
’ MARTIN thanked KUNOV for his trouble in enauiring at the Embassy and 
cautioned ΚΟΥ͂ not to get personally involved with him in this - 
venture as it would be bad news. KUNOV vromised iARTIN that he would. 
eheck.with Canadian Manpower and Immigration authorities cn the 
matter when he returned to Canzs:, 

μεν τ. ὡς 

Fhe epee yarn ἀράς ong FS πους, Ἐσερας epi 58 
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(4) 

' {he collewiazg chsurvationzs wers sade ὍΣ EINOV 
.. regarding MARTI: a eres 

N piles to leave Russia and retuxn to the USA. 

" HITCHELL is willing to divorce his wife and take any 
. wdisk.to get out of the USSR. 

‘MARTIN is unmarried. 

- He said he would have quite a story to tell about his | 

τς RO compunctions about telling all about the. Russians. H 

‘MARTIN at one voint stated that he would not consider 

- attempting to escape from the USSR. ᾿ as 

- ν (8) 

‘ systems 
‘past as a 

-- he has had several contacts with Americans in Moscow 

““~" He actually dated an American, woman for some time but. . 

ἡ. WARTIN stated that, in. the past American journalists | 

_ views but 
~ authorities. 
Ὁ these journalists τοῦ ἃ 

PAE Ais es eaten yee AAs το ιθρυςδητῶδν ooo 

* a a 2» 

5'7' or 3" tall, fair hair, crewcut, balding at the 

temples, vot bellied. ἡ 

» may suffer from @ nervous condition, and bears the 

mark of a man who has experienced rough times. 

“Ὁ always dressed with.a shirt, tie and jackete 

“- spoke perfect, English with a slight Russian accent 

on certain words. ἡ See 

4 ἣν 

i 7 . at aa " 
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WARTIN provided KUNOV with the follovring home address 

and telerhone number, cauticning hin that his 

telephone was bugged. 

~ telephone number “ 433-03-81 ςὦς ᾿ 

(117421 Obrucheva Street — 

Building 4-1 | 

Moscow, USSR 

MARTIN stated that his friend MITCHELL lives in 

Leningrad and is married to the Dean of the Music 

Conservatory in Leningrad, MITCHELL is very unhappy 

and he has openly asked Soviet authorities for = 

pparentiy he has never been able to adjust to the 

Soviet way of life and is now very Ccesperate. 

To date however he has 

been met with a wall of silence by the Soviets. 

He claims to have a confortable 

apartment and feels that he has adjusted.to the Soviet 

‘life and ig accezted in the USSR. He does not want to 

return to the USA but would like to get out of the USS. : 

ΜΠ Ape eRe Ore GY “Φορος TOE I Oa ENG AEN + CEE 

i 
, 

Life in 2ussia as well.as his past and that he vould have - 

MARTIN claims that. he is constantly harrassed by Soviet 

officials. His apartment has been broken into on _ 

several occasions and he refused to use the Soviet. mail 

He has also refused to: show up for work in the 

form of protest. MARTH also indicated that 

and. that they have not. shown any aninosity towards hin. 

did'not mention her name. 

have tried to contact him many tines, asking for inter= 

their requests have been refused by Russian 
‘He said_he moped seme cay apd 918 oF 

Ἐ2 ΞΏΊΩ ts just knock on his... 
δ “- ΝΥ - " ed 4 deere 

door and talk, to nim. | PARCT ΝΌΟΝ | ee hes! 
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ked as a | [MARTIN has been at the centre for aporoxizavely 6 to a: 

[ _ Prior to that he wo 

nt another area. of tae acadeny of Sciencese_ 

ΤΞΤΤΣ does much of his work at home. 

aay. ᾿ ᾿ he was not accented oy the 

“Russians in the Academy. | τῆς τς ee \MARTIN was 

a basicallyhonest man. 6.0 τς ie notes i 2 . 

Ν KUNOV said his motives for trying to assist MARTIN 

and MITCHELL are based on huminatarian grounds, only, as he ‘feels 

they are suffering under the Soviet system. He does not intend 

to take, any further action to assist them in leaving the Soviet 
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Dear Harry, ee 

rned that September 1975, 
of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow_had a conversation 

et interest w a Canadian Embassy Officer. 

Dr. Harry KERNO an Associate Professor of Enelis 
University Sf Tetonto in Canada, regarding Anerican defectors 
Bernon F. MITCHELL and Willian H. MARTIN, Kernov implied that 
he had had recent personal Contact with one or both of the 

᾿ defectors and recommended that the Canadian government give 
Martin and Mitchell permission to emigrate to Canada... 

i alate pial ata oreo tee Sinn eo 5 nae om eae eerie des a 

3 
, 

We would, of course, be interested in any indications that 
Martin and Mitchell are attempting to. leave the. USSR.and would 
be grateful for any information you ney. be able to provide us 
dn regard to the above. 4 

i 
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